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Summary %
The field of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has gone from relative obscurity or the 
purview of religion and idealism to becoming an integral portion of corporate strategy. Businesses 
are increasingly devoting scarce resources to the pursuit of social responsibility. In its initial stages, 
it received a small but important backlash for being against the shareholder wealth generation 
purpose of the corporation. CSR would first seek distinguish itself from the need to be devoted to 
profit motives because of a greater responsibility to society imbued by the relationship between 
stakeholders and corporations and the power such large entities wield in modern society. However, 
this idea is far from new, innovate business leaders have considered society a part of business 
concern for centuries. The reason for what could be called a resurgence of the importance CSR is 
that it is a call for a return to the balance between society and business interests. Scandal and 
profiteering have lead to a seemingly divergent set of interests but a holistic view of any corporation 
in the form of enlightened self-interest. 
Japan remains, on the whole, preoccupied with four main aspects of CSR: environmental 
issues, legal compliance, philanthropic contributions, and immediate stakeholders. This focus is a 
response to the path CSR in Japan has travelled up until this point. The public health issues caused 
by improper disposal of toxic waste in the 1960s along with Japan’s cultural connection to nature 
through Shinto have enforced the focus on environmental issues. The financial scandals of the 1970s 
and 1990s as well as the cooperative relationship between Japanese corporations and the government 
brought out the focus on legal compliance. The 1980s saw Japanese business debut on the world 
stage and when those corporations brought back Western idea of corporate citizenship it lead to the 
current focus on philanthropic contributions. The frequency of cover-ups and deception by 
corporations in the 2000s along with the Japanese tradition of a focus on the employees and 
customers as its most important stakeholders had lead to the focus on immediate stakeholders. 
Although all of these are important aspects of CSR, legal compliance and immediate stakeholders 
have become a prerequisite to CSR practice in the eyes of many and philanthropic contributions and 
environmental contributions in Japan are largely indistinguishable between corporation and so are of 
little strategic value. 
CSR has globally just begun its true march towards strategic alignment and a more direct 
connection with financial performance. It has been largely shown in the United States and Europe 
that there a connection between CSR and financial performance but the research on other countries 
has largely been lacking. The recently developed SIC construct provides theoretical basis for a U-
shaped or curvilinear relationship between CSR and CFP. Japan has largely been a step behind the 
global CSR trends but has been an enthusiastic adopter and frequently goes from zero to adoption 
with support. With this in mind, this research has empirically explored the relationship between 
Corporate Social Performance (CFP) and Corporate Financial Performance (CFP). There exists a 
curved relationship. This means that the amount of investment into CSR does not result in the same 
impact on CFP for each firm. 
Japan has come a long way in a short time with regards to CSR. From 1991, where there was 
virtually no mention of CSR anywhere in corporate reports or websites to almost ubiquitous CSR 
dedication among large firms. Whether it is western influence or a genuinely universal concern with 
uniquely Japanese roots, it appears that CSR is here to stay. This research furthers the connection 
that has been posited by instrumental stakeholder theory that there is a positive relationship and by 
SIC that there is further a curved relationship. The integration of strategic principles with societal 
issues should yield greater impact and may show greater correlation in future. The logic of SIC 
provides a compelling and simple solution to the relationship. Research on the ways firms actions 
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CHAPTER  1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent times, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has become one of the most discussed 
topics in business. This sharp focus on business’ relationship with society has been brought to the 
fore by scandals and disasters in every corner of the globe. All this attention may make it seem as 
though CSR is a new concept borne of public discontent in the modern world but this could hardly 
be further from the truth.  
In the landmark, although often misunderstood,1 Dodge v. Ford Motor Company case, Henry 
Ford had been sued by the Dodge brothers for refusing to issue a dividend so that he could build the 
world’s largest automotive factory and lower prices, to allow more people to afford automobiles. 
Demand for the automobiles already meant that at current prices there was a waiting list. The Dodge 
brothers contended that it was Henry Ford’s preference for social good over profit that motivated 
this withholding of dividends and that this violated his duty to the shareholders as director of the 
corporation. Ford did little to stop this portrayal, claiming in his courtroom testimony that the pur-
pose of the Ford Motor Company was, “to do as much good as we can, everywhere, for everybody 
concerned. And incidentally to make money.” (Crabb, 1969, p.369). In truth, Ford’s admission was 
in part a clever way to use the court case to gain favor in the marketplace over his newly-formed 
rival, the Dodge Brothers Company. The other part to this admission is that it was likely true, Ford 
did build the plant and fought hard to lower prices despite demand far outpacing supply and this 
made him and his cars all the more popular. (Watts, 2009). It was Ford’s ability to balance societal 
and business interests that made him so successful. 
                                                 
 1 In the case, the court stated “a business organization is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the 
stockholders” and the case is frequently cited to support the idea that corporations are legally required to 
maximize shareholder wealth. Contrary to that, the court held that courts should not interfere with business 
decisions as long is there is no fraud or misappropriation of corporate funds. The United States has never 
held directors legally responsible to maximize shareholder wealth. (Stout, 2008). 
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Henry Ford was not alone in this holistic view of business and businesspeople. Sumitomo Ma-
satomo, founder of the Sumitomo Corporation, in a letter left to his son passed on his business val-
ues, “Benefit for self and others, private and public interests are one and the same.” (Sumitomo, 
2013). The letter prescribed that the company should avoid short-term profiteering in order to devel-
op long-term value to all stakeholders by being aware of social and business needs. (Davis, 2014). 
This letter of Founder’s Precepts has become the core of Sumitomo’s corporate philosophy and their 
CSR practice. (Sumitomo, 2013). 
Around the same time, the Ohmi merchants of the mid-Edo period in Japan followed the 
Sanpo-yoshi (literally meaning trilateral good) philosophy of considering “buying good, selling 
good, and societal good” in all decisions. (Teramoto, 2006). The Ohmi merchants were active from 
the seventeenth to the nineteenth century and this philosophy was neither written down nor based on 
a religious ideal rather it was based on the collective knowledge gained from years of experience. 
(Tanimoto, 2013). Even the meaning of the word for business in Japanese, keiei, can be said to mean 
“to make efforts to develop societies harmoniously and raise the well-being of the people”. (Taka, 
1997). Although, the more recent focus on CSR is based on Western influence, the ideals of CSR 
have been at the core of Japanese business for centuries, if not longer. (Fukukawa, 2010). 
With major corporations around the world adopting CSR policies, producing reports and even 
creating CSR departments, it is likely that CSR is here to stay. (e.g. Pohle and Hittner, 2008). And, 
the argument as to whether corporations owe a responsibility to society that exceeds their economic 
benefits and duty to their owners, the shareholders, is likely one that will never be settled. However, 
if CSR is mutually beneficial for society and corporations then it need never be settled. In other 
words, if CSR is a win-win and the value created for society in turn generates profits for the corpora-
tion and its shareholders then naturally CSR is an obvious good. To this end, there have been hun-
dreds of studies in the United States and Europe looking to link a company’s CSR with its financial 
performance (e.g. Orlitzky, et. al., 2013). The studies have been far from conclusive but, the results 
appear to show CSR is positively connected with profit.  
Conceptually, the status of a corporation’s CSR and its responsiveness to its stakeholders at any 
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point in time is referred to as its Corporate Social Performance (CSP). (Wood and Jones, 1995). 
Largely because of difficulties in measuring CSP, the majority of the research has focused on corpo-
rations that are within the KLD Social Ratings Database, which primarily focus on American and 
European corporations. (Servaes and Tamayo, 2013). Since the database largely excludes Japanese 
corporations that are not listed in the United States or Europe, there has been very little research into 
the link between CSP and financial performance in Japan. 
This paper hopes to fill this void in the research of the link between CSP and CFP in Japan. By 
exploring the relationship between them it is hoped that conclusions can be drawn as to how CSP 
affects CFP and whether it is appropriate regardless of industry. It will be proposed that CSR does 
not affect CFP, either positively or negatively, irrespective of input there should be a curved rela-
tionship.  
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CHAPTER 2. MAKING THE BUSINESS CASE 
FOR CSR 
SECTION 1. DEFINING CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSI-
BILITY 
Howard Bowen, the “Father of Corporate Social Responsibility”, began what would become 
the modern discussion on the responsibilities of corporations with his book “Social Responsibilities 
of the Businessman” in 1953. (Carroll, 1999). Bowen defined the social responsibility as:  
“the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or to 
follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of 
our society”. (1953, p. 6). 
A statement that 93.5% of businesspeople at the time agreed with. (Carroll, 1999, p. 270). Bowen 
was influenced by religious beliefs and the book was even published as one part of a six book series 
on “Christian Ethics and Economic Life” and was commissioned by Federal Council of the Church-
es of Christ in America. (Lee, 2008). Bowen noted that the topic had long been a topic among puri-
tans and protestants. For Bowen, the obligation was created by the great influence and consequences 
business had on society. Bowen’s definition offered little in the way of a concrete areas or bounda-
ries but was an important beginning to the discussion. 
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, a multitude of definitions were put forth by the business and 
academic community. The back drop of the activism in American society created by the Civil Rights 
Movement, the Vietnam Conflict and increasing environmentalism made this an ideal time to ex-
pand on the idea that business owed society a duty. Some called for business to look beyond its di-
rect economic interests. (Davis, 1973). And in what would be a precursor to stakeholder theory, it 
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was explained that there would be an indirect return in the long-term of this short term payment to 
society. 
Even now, the field of CSR is crowded with a several different definitions and conceptualiza-
tions vying for prominence. (e.g. Carroll, 1999; Servaes & Tamayo, 2010). A recent study found 
thirty-seven different definitions with the most frequent dimensions of CSR: stakeholder dimension, 
social dimension, economic dimension, voluntariness dimension and environmental dimension. 
(Dahlsrud 2006). For the purposes of this paper, Carroll’s definition of CSR: 
“The social responsibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and dis-
cretionary expectations that society has of organizations at a given point in time”. (Car-
roll, 1979). 
This definition has been used for over thirty years in research and is one of the most cited definitions 
of CSR. (Carroll, 1999; Lee, 2007). The reason this definition has been so important is that, unlike 
so many others, it includes economic responsibilities in the social responsibilities of business. The 
importance of this lies in that it does not seek to separate profit from responsibility. Many scholars 
have argued that CSR is only valid, or relevant, if it does not have a direct profit motive. Arguing 
that if there was a direct motive involved it would be hard to distinguish which actions were CSR 
and which were merely profit-motivated actions of the firm. (Barnett, 2007). However, CSR and 
profit-motivated strategy should not be considered mutually exclusive even if their relationship is 
direct. 
SECTION 2. THE ARGUMENT AGAINST A CORPORATE 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Theodore Levitt’s article “The Dangers of Corporate Responsibility” was published in the Har-
vard Business Review in 1958. (Levitt, 1958). In his article he argued that business was better off 
with the singular pursuit of long-term profit rather than interfering with social welfare. Long-term 
profit was an important distinction because Levitt sought to make it clear that he was in no way 
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preaching that business pursue the short-term profiteering that it had come under criticism for at the 
time. Levitt’s argument came at a time where much of the political discourse revolved around social-
ism and he feared that the dialogue on CSR would lead to corporations replacing what he considered 
government functions. However, Levitt conceded that “corporate welfare makes good sense if it 
makes good economic sense — and not infrequently it does.” (1958, p.48). Levitt’s arguments were 
meant to highlight that while it was a nice thing to make donations and be involved in philanthropy, 
he worried that this was beginning to take primacy away from business and that it was a mere dis-
traction when it was unrelated to a business purpose. Levitt’s article would foreshadow the argu-
ments against CSR to come. 
The most important critique of CSR and its ideals came in 1970 when Nobel laureate Milton 
Friedman’s article “The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits” in The New 
York Times Magazine. (Friedman, 1970). Friedman too, as one of the world’s foremost proponents 
of free market capitalism and libertarian ideals, was opposed to the scent of socialism that is fre-
quently attached to CSR. Friedman’s primary concern with CSR was that it presented at best a “win-
dow-dressing” and at worst an agency loss to be borne by the stockholders, the customers and the 
employees. (Friedman, 1970, p.1). If CSR was to be used to mask profit motivated decisions as so-
cially responsible to satisfy the markets growing concern with profiteering and capitalism, which he 
felt was misguided anyway, then he had no problem with CSR. The problem arose when CSR re-
quired managers “to at in some way that is not in the interest of his employers”. (Friedman, 1970, p. 
2). And in his opinion if the social responsibility placed on business was to be a meaningful doctrine 
it must mean that the latter was true. 
In Friedman’s eyes, a corporation could not itself have a responsibility — a corporation is after 
all only a legal fiction — and so this responsibility must in turn be on the managers who run the cor-
poration. If there was to be any social responsibility discharged managers would be the ones respon-
sible. However, managers are not the owners of the corporation, they are meant to act on behalf of 
the shareholders, the true owners of the corporation. This is the relationship that the parties voluntar-
ily entered into upon appointing a manager. Acting in the interests of the shareholders, primarily, 
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means generating profit. It was acknowledged that corporations formed to satisfy eleemosynary pur-
poses (i.e. churches, schools and nonprofits) would require mangers to pursue those social ends. For 
the majority of corporations that shareholder wealth generation is their primary objective, these ac-
tions would result in an agency loss. An agency loss occurs when due to the nature of corporations 
being indirectly controlled by managers on behalf of the shareholders rather than direct shareholder 
control a manager acts in a way that is not in accord with the shareholders’ desires. Because this 
misappropriation of shareholder assets has deprived them of current and future wealth, this is an 
agency loss.  
There were two aspects of the agency loss that most worried Friedman, the principle and the 
consequences. The principle was that in effect this was a tax forced on corporations by their manag-
ers and taxation is the purview of governments, not CEOs. Not only would the manager be taking 
wealth from the corporation but it would be the manager who decided how to spend those funds. 
This lead to the consequences aspect that Friedman found unsettling. A manager’s expertise, pre-
sumably, lies in running the business. Managers are not hired to determine social problems, discover 
ways to solve them and then set about fixing the world. That is not where their expertise lies and so 
this would only further exacerbate the agency loss. Friedman even argued that shareholder “cru-
sades” were likely a small group of activist shareholders coercing the majority to follow their social 
causes rather than a real action for the social good on behalf of shareholders via their private proper-
ty. (Friedman, 1970, p. 4).  
There are problems with Friedman’s argument that existed at the time it was written and some 
have become clear in the intervening decades. The first issue is his argument that social responsibil-
ity must be acted on by managers if it is to have any meaning since corporations are only a legal fic-
tion. Friedman openly admits that shareholders are allowed to do whatever they please with their 
private property, the corporation, and that laws and government need be their only bound. But for 
some reason, it seems impossible that determining how much money is spent for social causes and to 
which social causes could be determined in advance by shareholders. (Wallich and McGowan, 1970; 
Agle et al., 1999) In the instance of shareholder activism mentioned, it was met with little more than 
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perfunctory disdain. 
The second issue is that Friedman overlooks the possibility that CSR is not meant to require ac-
tions counter to shareholder wealth generation and is still meaningful. It was acknowledged in both 
Levitt’s and Friedman’s arguments that criticism laid at the doorstep of corporations by society be-
cause of short-term profiteering, scandals and abuses was probably responsible for the rise to promi-
nence of CSR. Indeed both of them use the term “window-dressing” to describe the majority of 
CSR. (Levitt, 1958, p.1; Friedman, 1970, p. 1). This fails to recognize the importance the doctrine 
has had on returning the focus of business back to long-term profit generation, sustainability and 
developing stakeholder relationships. Both call for the focus of business to be on sustainable long-
term profit and acknowledge that society was outraged by businesses acting counter to those princi-
ples but neither recognize that CSR may primarily be a doctrine created to return those ideals to 
management rather than position society as the new master of business.  
The third issue is that Friedman claims that managers do not have the expertise to solve social 
issues. This rests on the notion that for a social issue to be relevant it must be distinct from a busi-
ness purpose. In part, this rests on his assertion that CSR must be separate from profit to be mean-
ingful. Even accepting that assumption, law firms donating time to indigent plaintiffs is an example 
of a corporation acting within its expertise to solve a social problem. The more pertinent response is 
that since CSR is meaningful even when profit and social goals are paired, in fact when CSR is used 
as Peter Drucker put it, “to tame the dragon, that is to turn a social problem into economic oppor-
tunity and economic benefit, into productive capacity, into human competence, into well-paid jobs, 
and into wealth”. (Drucker, 1984). 
SECTION 3. A THEORY TO UNITE BUSINESS AND SOCIE-
TY 
The term stakeholder first appeared in business and society literature in the 1960s and theories 
and definitions proliferated through the 1970s. (Lee, 2007). It was in 1984, when Freeman published 
the landmark, “Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach” that the term stakeholder went 
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from an academic curiosity to an accepted business concept. The work collected and synthesized the 
work that had been done on the stakeholder concept into a single unified concept. Freeman defined a 
stakeholder as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the or-
ganization's objectives”. Freeman’s 1984 definition has no substantive difference from the one he 
included in a journal article a year prior; the difference in its impact lay in the audience. (Freeman, 
1984, p. 46; Freeman and Reed, 1983, p. 91). Freeman’s choice of definitions is important because it 
is bidirectional. In other words, the stakeholder relationship is created both by those that affect the 
corporation (i.e. stakeholders and customers) and those that are affected by the corporation (i.e. 
third-parties and the environment). Furthermore, there is no necessity of reciprocity. Only those that 
both lack power over the corporation and have no claim or relationship to it are excluded from 
Freeman’s definition of a stakeholder. While the concept beautifully accomplishes its goal of de-
scribing those with whom the corporation has relationship regardless of contract, express or implied, 
it fails to fully answer the question, “who or what really counts” that Freeman and Reed had posed 
earlier and that is perhaps most important. (1983). As it stands, the definition can lead to a sort of 
“butterfly effect” logic where no part of the universe is excluded from even the most mundane of 
business decisions. Naturally, this paralysis has largely been avoided by the application of reason 
and common sense. Stakeholder theory has developed to make the concept more actionable. 
According to Donaldson and Preston, stakeholder theory presents three different types, descrip-
tive or empirical, instrumental and normative. (1995). Descriptive stakeholder theory considers the 
“what” and “how” of managers interaction with stakeholders. It is concerned with what is actually 
occurring in stakeholder relationships. Instrumental stakeholder theory is concerned with cause-
effect relationship of managers’ actions. That is to say, that it focuses on; “if X, then Y”, therefore if 
the manager desires Y, then manger should do X. Normative stakeholder theory is concerned with 
moral propriety and ethics of mangers’ actions. The normative branch seeks to develop what manag-
ers should do based on societal norms and ethical principles rather than the utilitarian or pragmatic 
approach of instrumental stakeholder theory. With business largely being a pragmatic affair, instru-
mental stakeholder theory has been both the most important and developed of the frameworks. It is 
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also the most important in developing the business case for CSR.  
SECTION 4. INSTRUMENTAL STAKEHOLDER THEORY 
In 1995, Jones set out to describe instrumental stakeholder theory and further strengthen the ties 
between business and society by integrating the stakeholder concept with economic theory, behav-
ioral science and ethics. In building his argument, Jones relies on four assumptions to draw the pic-
ture of a firm. First, Jones assumes that, consistent with the stakeholder concept, that a corporation 
can be characterized by a series of relationships. Second, he assumes the contract can be used as a 
metaphor for relationships: “contracts can take the form of exchanges, transactions, or the delegation 
of decision-making authority, as well as formal legal documents.” (Jones, 1995, p.407). Third, this 
allows a corporation to be characterized as a “nexus of contracts”. (Jones, 1995, p.407; citing Jensen 
and Meckling, 1976). The fourth and final assumption is that managers act as the “contracting 
agents” of the corporation. (Jones, 1995, p.407). Managers are the contracting agents because they 
have contact with all stakeholders, either directly or indirectly, and have a strategic position with 
regard to decision making within the organization. It is however acknowledged that this contention 
is controversial and that shareholders could be said to be the contracting agents but argues that as 
managers possess the delegated power of stakeholders and make the vast majority of decisions with-
in the organization that the point is largely rendered moot. Furthermore, the shareholders are not in 
contact with all stakeholders to the same degree as managers. 
Having set up a description of the corporation as a nexus of contracts with managers at their 
center, Jones moved to economic theory and borrowed from economic theory the idea that markets 
can be described as having a tendency toward equilibrium. This idea exists in contrast to efficient 
markets where the market would remove inefficiency aggressively and with immediacy. In a market 
that merely has a tendency towards equilibrium, inefficient contracts will be allowed to persist for 
periods of time. The primary difference being that the amount of time taken to weed out the ineffi-
ciency in the market will be longer. This is an important distinction because it allows for markets to 
have moderately inefficient activity. Also, since the theory is instrumental and therefore concerned 
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with cause-effect relationships there is no need for an assumption of rational behavior within the 
market. This sets up the discussion of the economic theories utilized by Jones in instrumental stake-
holder theory. 
Jones uses agency theory, transaction cost economics, and team production to define the eco-
nomic benefits that the stakeholder concept can create. Agency theory — the same theory that Mil-
ton Friedman was primarily focused on in his criticism of CSR — provides the first theoretical bene-
fit. As discussed earlier, agency theory is based on the notion that ownership and control are separat-
ed in a corporation between the principal (i.e. shareholders) and agent (i.e. mangers) respectively 
and that their goals will conflict from time to time. This conflict results in an agency loss. Transac-
tion cost economics focuses on similar issues as agency theory but is more concerned with the 
boundaries between parties of these transactions. Team production is concerned with the “tragedy of 
the commons” and free riders that arise because it is impossible to determine in team production 
exactly how much effect each input has had on the whole. In the eyes of Jones, all of this leads to the 
idea that reducing these costs in terms of a corporation can be described as reducing opportunism. 
(Jones, 1995, p. 411). Opportunism exists when a market actor takes advantage of a situation to ex-
tract more than is deserved from a situation and efficient markets should either eliminate or penalize 
opportunism.  
In turn, ethics reduce opportunism because acting in a responsible manner reduces the econom-
ic costs of transaction where one requires certainty. In the context of business, a corporation that acts 
in moral ways will limit opportunism and therefore the costs associated with it where stakeholders 
recognize that a corporation is moral. This occurs in two ways; through “sincere manner” (direct 
interaction) and reputation (indirect interaction). (Jones, 1995, p. 418). A sincere manner is con-
veyed through the actions of the corporation vis-à-vis the actions of the manger and his agents in the 
course of interacting with stakeholders. Since a corporations actions will be the dictated by top man-
agers and their ability to influence on corporate culture, corporations will act largely with a distinct 
morality akin to that of their top managers. The actions of a corporation will convey its “sincere 
manner” to stakeholders through direct interaction. This perception is likely to spread out to those 
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stakeholders indirectly connected to the corporation in the form of reputation. If the corporation is 
considered moral in these actions there will be a reduction in costs by parties because ethical actions 
are more efficient than opportunistic actions. Opportunistic actions are inefficient and therefore re-
quire agency costs, transaction costs and team production costs and so they will be avoided wherever 
possible. Therefore, Jones concludes that “firms that contract (through their managers) with their 
stakeholders on the basis of mutual trust and cooperation will have a competitive advantage over 
firms that do not.” (Jones, 1995, p. 422). However, it is important to note that Jones does not con-
clude that moral or ethical corporations will always outperform opportunistic corporations but that it 
only creates an advantage and that with all else being equal, the reduction in costs shared between 
the corporation and stakeholders will make it a more attractive contracting partner. 
SECTION 5. STAKEHOLDER THEORY TESTED AND RE-
FINED 
Instrumental stakeholder theory has spawned in a large body of empirical research backing up 
its claims of a competitive advantage deriving from ethical action. The benefits to the corporation 
have been explored at the corporate level, employee level and customer level. The benefits at the 
corporate level are increases in reputation, reduced risk and attractiveness to investors. (Turban and 
Greening, 1997; Godfrey et al., 1999; Graves and Waddock, 1994). Benefits at the employee level 
can be divided between managers and employees. The benefits at to managers include better man-
agement practices, operational efficiencies and perceived quality of management overall. (Waddock 
and Graves, 1997a; Sharma & Vredenburg, 1998; Waddock and Graves, 1997b). As for employees, 
the benefits are increased attractiveness to prospective employees, engagement and creative in-
volvement, identification and retention. (Bhattacharya et al., 2012; Glavas and Piderit, 2009; Car-
meli et al., 2007; Jones; 2010). The consumer level yields increases in satisfaction, loyalty, trust and 
reputation. (Luo and Bhattacharya, 2006; Maignan et al., 1999; Vlachos, 2009; Sen and Bhattachar-
ya, 2001). All of this combines to a pretty solid collection of data about the connections between 
CSR or ethical activity and competitive advantage. However, it is still clear that the most compelling 
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reason for CSR is a connection between CSR and financial performance. (Ruf et al., 2001; Simpson 
and Kohers, 2002). 
Some have called for a tighter pairing of CSR and strategy. Initial reluctance on this front could 
be considered to be based on the idea that moral action should be distinct from profit motives. How-
ever, research has shown that this need not be the case. With respect to employees and consumers, 
CSR that was perceived to be inline with business motives was seen to be more authentic. (McShane 
and Cunningham, 2011; Pirsch et al., 2007). Perhaps most notable and influential in the connection 
of CSR and strategy has been the work of Michael Porter and Mark Cramer on their concept of Cre-
ating Shared Value (CSV). The CSV concept encourages business to look for win-win situations and 
develop innovative business solutions to societal issues. (Porter and Kramer, 2006; Porter and Kra-
mer, 2011). By and large, the business community has always been searching for a way to decide, 
“whether a one-dollar investment in social initiatives returns more or less than one dollar in benefit 
to the shareholder.” (Barnett, 2007, p. 794). The drive behind this is that shareholder wealth genera-
tion is still the primary goal of most businesses. Therefore, a greater connection to profit can yield a 
greater commitment from business.  
SECTION 6. THE EMPIRICAL LINK BETWEEN SOCIAL 
PERFORMANCE AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
Studies on the relationship between Corporate Social Performance (CSP) and financial perfor-
mance have been produced as early as 1972. Until instrumental stakeholder theory took prominence, 
much of the research has been criticized as “data in search of a theory”. (Ullmann, 1985). CSP has 
been defined as “a business organization’s configuration of principles of social responsibility, pro-
cesses of social responsiveness, and policies, programs, and observable outcomes as they relate to 
the firm’s societal relationships” (Wood, 1991). At least 39 different metrics have been used to 
measure CSP and no one metric has been the most popular showing that the field remains fragment-
ed. Corporate Financial Performance (CFP) has also seen a variety of methods of measurement; 
market approaches, internal accounting approaches and perception approaches. Share peace and re-
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turn on assets (ROA), are by far the most commonly used measures of CFP. (Peloza, 2009). The 
results have far from yielded a consensus on the relationship of CSP to CFP.  
In 2009, Peloza found at least 157 studies devoted to finding an empirical link between CSP 
and CFP and found that the majority of studies show a positive relationship between CSR and CSP. 
More specifically, 63% of studies showed a positive relationship, 22% showed a neutral relationship 
and 15% showed a negative relationship. (Peloza, 2009, p. 1521; Margolis and Walsh, 2003). In 
2003, Orlitzky et al. performed a meta-analysis of 52 studies and found that CSR in general, and to a 
lesser extent environmental responsibility, is likely to pay off. Their analysis also revealed that ac-
counting measures of CFP were more likely than market measures to reveal a connection. CSP repu-
tation indices such as the widely used KLD social performance ratings created and maintained by the 
Kinder, Lyndenberg, Domini & Co. Ltd. (KLD) were the most frequently related to positive rela-
tionships. (Orlitzky et al., 2003; Peloza, 2009).  
Almost as if to further muddy the waters, Barnett has proposed that there may even be a U-
shaped relationship between CSP and CFP. (Barnett, 2007; Barnett and Salomon, 2012). The basis 
of his contention is what he calls strategic influence capacity (SIC) which is developed as an analog 
to Cohen and Levinthal’s concept of “absorptive capacity” which is defined as “the ability of a firm 
to recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends”. 
(1992, p. 128). In other words, the same outlay of funds for R&D at different firms would result in 
different results based on each firms absorptive capacity even with all other things being equal. Bar-
nett defined SIC as “the ability of a firm to identify, act on, and profit from opportunities to improve 
stakeholder relationships through CSR.” (Barnett, 2007, p. 803). Using this paradigm he argued that, 
like R&D expenditures, the results of CSR expenditures would be different based on the stock each 
firm had in SIC. It was argued that firms would have to develop connections with stakeholders in 
order to reap the full benefits of CSR. Therefore, a half-hearted commitment or the bare minimum 
would yield negative connection to CFP while a lack of CSP and highly-developed CSP would both 
yield a positive relationship with CSP. (Barnett and Salomon, 2012). 
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CHAPTER 3. CSR DEVELOPMENT IN JAPAN 
SECTION 1. THE START OF THE CSR CALENDAR IN JA-
PAN 
In 1956, the Japan Association of Corporate Executives (Keizai Doyukai) released a posi-
tion paper called “Awareness and Implementation of the Social Responsibility of Executives”. 
(Keizai Doyukai, 2010). This is largely considered to be the beginning of CSR in Japan. (Davis, 
2014). A notable scholar on CSR in Japan, Kawamura, even called this the start of the CSR calendar 
in Japan. (2013). The Keizai Doyukai felt that the balance between economic development and the 
public good that had developed in post-war Japan had been lost. It called for businesses to act in a 
manner that would bring that harmony back. In the paper, the primary focus was a call for executives 
to manufacture better and cheaper goods. (Taka, 1997). The paper can also be used as a benchmark 
to show the gap between CSR conceptualizations in post-war Japan to a more modern conceptualiza-
tion.  
SECTION 2. ECONOMIC GROWTH AT THE COST OF PUB-
LIC HEALTH 
During the high economic growth rates of the 1960’s, a series of environmental tragedies were 
connected to public health issues and corporations were held to blame. It was the beginning of the 
idea that corporations and their selfish pursuit of profit could cost the public greatly and without 
their consent or knowledge. Perhaps these were the incidents that the Keizai Doyukai was truly wor-
ried about. 
The most prominent of these incidents was the methyl-mercury poisoning known as Minamata 
disease. Minamata City, located in Kumamoto Prefecture of Kyushu, Japan, suffered the first out-
break in 1956. (Davis, 2014). However, it was not until 1968 that the government publicized a con-
nection between the methyl-mercury poisoning outbreak in the city and the runoff water of Chisso 
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Co. Ltd.. The methyl-mercury found its way into the population by being accumulated in fish as it 
worked its way up the food chain. (Wokutch, 1990). Over the course of the decade, 2,252 cases were 
identified in the city. (Harada, 1995). The disease had a wide variety of serious symptoms including 
loss of vision and brain legions and fortunately there have been no new cases reported since 1970. 
The spread of Minamata disease and other diseases caused by pollution, such as Itai Itai dis-
ease, lead to widespread protests and civil litigation. The protests and lawsuits lead the government 
to respond by creating the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control in 1967. (Davis, 2014). 
This along with the penalties received in major legal cases against the polluting corporations has 
lead to a focus on environmental protection and legal compliance. (Kawamura, 2003). 
SECTION 3. PETROLEUM SHOCKWAVES 
The Oil Shock of 1973 lead to another round of questioning the relationship between business 
interests and societal good. This lead the government to raid the Petroleum Association of Japan the 
following year on suspicions of price fixing. (Davis, 2014). Speculation, hoarding and price fixing 
lead to extreme price rises in basic goods and services — not just oil. Corporations were denounced 
for trying to defray other costs and overall decreased demand with unreasonable price increases.  
In addition to other product safety and quality issues this lead to a number of books being pub-
lished about CSR in Japan. (see e.g. Kobayashi, 1972; Narumo, 1970; Takada, 1974). The Ministry 
of Trade and Industry, the Japan Economic Journal and the Japan Productivity Center all released 
guidelines for CSR in the aftermath of these incidents. (Morimoto, 1998). Despite all of the fanfare, 
this only lead to corporations developing environmental departments and a few foundations to make 
nominal social contributions. (Davis, 2014). The period is best seen as a consolidation of the initial 
emphasis on environmental protection and legal compliance. 
SECTION 4. THE WORLD IN A BUBBLE 
Global expansion in the Bubble Economy of the 1980’s in Japan lead to increased international 
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expansion and criticism. Following the 1985 Plaza Accord and the steep rise in the Japanese Yen 
many Japanese manufacturers began moving plants overseas. Naturally, this gave those in Japanese 
corporations the opportunity to experience the living standards of other countries. This meant that 
things that had become the status quo in Japanese society; long working hours, gender inequalities 
and cramped housing or dormitories would not be acceptable in other countries. (Davis, 2014). 
The other side to this experience was that Japanese corporations were for the first time judged 
based on external social norms. (Kawamura, 2003; Fukukawa, 2010). This lead to the adoption of 
the American concept of “Good Corporate Citizenship”, largely the patronage of the arts and philan-
thropy. (Lewin et al., 1995). Organizations like the Association of Corporate Support for the Arts 
and the 1% club of the Japanese Business Federation (Keidanren) were created to further the con-
nections between business and philanthropic causes. (Davis, 2014). This was a large shift because it 
was the beginning of CSR in Japan being involved with active promotion of social goods in addition 
to passive legal compliance and environmental protection. (Tanimoto, 2007). It is also important as 
the beginning of the influence of Western CSR values on Japanese business. 
SECTION 5. POST-BUBBLE ERA JAPAN 
Following the collapse of Japan’s “Bubble Economy”, a number of scandals at large brokerage 
firms and banks further challenged the connection between society and business. Misconduct at bro-
kerage firms included covering investment losses for their best clients. Large financial institutions 
went bankrupt as accounting irregularities highlighted a systemic hiding of wrongdoing. (Chikudate, 
2000). The corruption extended beyond the financial sphere and there were violations of export 
regulations by machine manufacturers and cartels formed by construction companies. The period 
began an introspective reassessment of business by Japan. This period also saw the first real criti-
cism of Japanese business from outside Japan as well. (Davis, 2014). Some going so far as to call the 
problems endemic and citing that there were similar problems just twenty years prior. (Chikudate, 
2000).  
At the same time as the corruption was building, Japan began increasing its focus on environ-
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mental responsibility. The Keidanren founded its Global Environmental Charter in 1991. The gov-
ernment too began to shift its focus from anti-pollution to environmental protection — a shift from 
reactive to proactive — where it advised corporations to limit their impact on the environment, in 
addition to satisfying the regulations that were in place. (Davis, 2014). This further exemplifies the 
Japanese practice of interacting cooperatively with government regulators to achieve goals rather 
than the Anglo-American practice of unilateral rules adopted after corporations lobby for their inter-
ests. Just as the Japanese government had begun its drive for environmental protection, in 1996 the 
ISO14001 environmental management system was released by the International Standards Organiza-
tion. The adoption of its principles and zeal with which Japanese corporations sought accreditation 
was an almost unprecedented acceptance of an international standard. (Fukukawa and Moon, 2004; 
Davis, 2014). And in 1999, Japan’s first investment fund devoted to environmentally responsible 
investing founded and Japan. (Adachi and Kanai, 2004). This lead to the beginning of Socially Re-
sponsible Investing (SRI) in Japan a trend that has its goal of trying to reap dividends for both inves-
tors and society. The nadir of environmental protection would be reached when Japan hosted the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in Kyoto in 1997. The Kyoto Protocol 
epitomized Japan’s environmental movement and many saw it as a duty to uphold the name of Kyo-
to, and Japanese business in general, to encourage its approval. (Fukukawa and Moon, 2004). 
SECTION 6. CRISIS AT THE DINING TABLE 
The 2000s are best characterized by a loss of trust in large corporations in Japan because of a 
large number of high profile cover-ups. The decade began in 2000 with a large scale food poisoning 
case where Snow Brand Milk Products Co., a well-known dairy producer in Japan, had shipped ex-
pired milk from Hokkaido to a factory in Osaka where it was then used to make milk powder and 
included in a variety of products. The toxic milk powder resulted in well over 10,000 cases of food 
poisoning and damaged the image of the industry. The misconduct was compounded when it was 
found just two years later that the company had altered the expiration dates on several thousand tons 
of butter. (Finkelstein, 2005). The excess butter had piled up due to the public’s loss of faith in the 
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company due to the earlier food poisoning incident. And in order to cut losses the company had ex-
tended the expiration dates. However, having taken this course of action only further sullied the im-
age of the Snow Brand’s dairy products. Unfortunately, this incident was only the most prominent in 
a series of incidents that became known in the media as Shokutaku no Kiki (which literally translates 
to “Crisis at the Dining Table”) and called into question what had been common practices of altering 
expiration dates and falsifying sourcing data. 
The crisis was not limited to the dining table; it was also in the power plant, the stock market 
and the car. In 2002, an electric company was found to have falsified information to hide radiation 
leaks at a plant. (Kawamura, 2012). In 2004, a major trading company was found to have falsified 
data and was delisted from the stock exchange. (Davis, 2014). In 2007, Toyota — perhaps the most 
well-known of all Japanese brands — was found to have ignored product defects and failed to recall 
the faulty products. All of this began to show the Japanese public that systemic, organized and inten-
tional deception was a common practice. Furthermore, these practices were largely called into light 
by whistleblowers, a practice which was almost unheard of in Japan as it went against standard no-
tions of group identification. This shows just how severe and important these scandals were to the 
public image of the corporation in Japan. 
Just as Japanese corporations were coming under greater scrutiny domestically, the inclusion of 
some multinational Japanese firms in the ratings of SRI agencies in America and Europe brought 
about a demand for information on topics that were unfamiliar to Japanese corporations. Some 
commentators have referred to the response of Japanese corporations to this “invasion” from the 
West as akin to a second coming Perry’s black ships to open Japan to the West. (Kawamura, 2012; 
Fukukawa, 2010). The questions asked involved questions on governance, management of stake-
holder relations and, perhaps most befuddling to Japanese corporations, human rights. The western 
conceptualization of human rights had been borne in the aftermath of several public scandals involv-
ing slave and child labor in the developing world and in the light of the West’s colonial past made it 
all the more relevant and concrete. Also, as the conceptualization of human rights is based on the 
concept of natural rights — that is, rights that are intrinsic to human beings and that are inalienable 
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by any government or organization — and the basis of Western democracy. Japanese corporations 
had not kept this information and did not know where to begin answering these questions. (Fukuka-
wa and Teramoto, 2009). It was not until the firms realized that the calls for information from SRI 
rating agencies were in effect on behalf of investors around the world that they began to consider 
responding to what were invasive and private questions to Japanese corporations. 
Despite all of this, in 2003, Japan ushered in a new “Age of CSR Management” (“CSR Keiei 
Gannen” in Japanese). The year was significant because it saw the creation of CSR departments or 
designated CSR managers at Sony, Panasonic, Canon, Uni-Charm among many others. (Kawamura, 
2003). In 2002, of the top fifty corporations by turnover in Japan, the number claiming CSR depart-
ments or activities on their websites had climbed to 98% and 90% had dedicated reports. (Fukukawa 
and Moon, 2004). Perry’s ships had indeed arrived. This marked a shift from the reactive CSR based 
on legal compliance and environmental accreditation to proactive CSR including social issues, sus-
tainability and development. (Kawamura, 2012). 
SECTION 7. CSR IN JAPAN TODAY 
Japan remains, on the whole, preoccupied with four main aspects of CSR: environmental is-
sues, legal compliance, philanthropic contributions, and immediate stakeholders. This focus is a re-
sponse to the path CSR in Japan has travelled up until this point. The public health issues caused by 
improper disposal of toxic waste in the 1960s along with Japan’s cultural connection to nature 
through Shinto have enforced the focus on environmental issues. The financial scandals of the 1970s 
and 1990s as well as the cooperative relationship between Japanese corporations and the government 
brought out the focus on legal compliance. The 1980s saw Japanese business debut on the world 
stage and when those corporations brought back Western idea of corporate citizenship it lead to the 
current focus on philanthropic contributions. The frequency of cover-ups and deception by corpora-
tions in the 2000s along with the Japanese tradition of a focus on the employees and customers as its 
most important stakeholders had lead to the focus on immediate stakeholders. Although all of these 
are important aspects of CSR, legal compliance and immediate stakeholders have become a prereq-
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uisite to CSR practice in the eyes of many and philanthropic contributions and environmental contri-
butions in Japan are largely indistinguishable between corporation and so are of little strategic value. 
(e.g. Porter and Kramer, 2014; Carroll and Shabana, 2010; Fukukawa, 2004).  
In line with the global shift away from CSR as philanthropy and reputation management to-
wards CSR as an essential part of corporate strategy, Japanese corporations are beginning to develop 
more effective CSR policies. The Great East Japan Earthquake has been the starting point as it sig-
naled, perhaps greater than any incident before, that there were significant risks when corporations 
did not take stakeholder interests seriously. This new shift has been lead by the Keidanren and the 
Keizai Doyukai. The Keidanren has focused on sustainability, human rights and stakeholder dia-
logue in its “Corporate Charter”. In 2010, before the earthquake the Keidanren had added to the 
charter human rights to bring it in line with the ISO26000 standards and called for corporations to 
protect human rights, observe international regulations and act in a socially responsible manner re-
gardless of their location. Immediately following the earthquake, It called for corporations to create 
a “Business Continuity Plan”, which was a plan that is supposed to enable corporations to shift from 
solely preventing disasters to understanding how to mitigate the occurrence of disasters. (Keidanren, 
2012). These plans were to be informed through strategic stakeholder dialogues that it considered 
essential to the development of socio-industrial resilience. (Davis, 2014). The essence of the new 
shift of the Keidanren is that business should anticipate issues by creating a dialogue with its stake-
holders around the world. 
The Keizai Doyukai has been more forward-thinking than the Keidanren and has called for 
corporations to implement the Sanmenkyo (“Three-sided Mirror”) and “Shared Value” approaches to 
management. The Sanmenkyo approach consists of considering the interests of shareholders, em-
ployees and society over the long-term. (Keizai Doyukai, 2012). This idea seems directly related to 
the Sanpo-yoshi philosophy of the Ohmi merchants as the three aspects mirror their buyer, seller, 
society approach. The Shared Value approach, which is clearly influenced by the “Creating Shared 
Value” article by Porter and Kramer is also comparable to both the Sumitomo Founder’s Precepts 
and Ford’s mission. (Porter and Kramer, 2006; Porter and Kramer, 2011; Sumitomo, 2013). The 
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Keizai Doyukai defined a shared value corporation as one that, “by innovating and creating value by 
means of its core business processes in collaboration with stakeholders is able to contribute to the 
sustainable and synergistic development of society.” (Keizai Doyukai, 2012). Whether this is a new 
dawn for CSR in Japan or a return to first principles, it will hopefully lead to a more complete and 
strategic approach to CSR than is currently the status quo in Japan. 
CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
SECTION 1. HYPOTHESIS 
CSR has globally just begun its true march towards strategic alignment and a more direct con-
nection with financial performance. It has been largely shown in the United States and Europe that 
there a connection between CSR and financial performance but the research on other countries has 
largely been lacking. The recently developed SIC construct provides theoretical basis for a U-shaped 
or curvilinear relationship between CSR and CFP. Japan has largely been a step behind the global 
CSR trends but has been an enthusiastic adopter and frequently goes from zero to adoption with 
support. With this in mind, this research will explore the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis: Corporate Social Responsibility will have a curvilinear relationship with fi-
nancial performance in Japan. 
SECTION 2. DATA SOURCES 
The data used was collected from the Toyo Keizai CSR Kigyou Soran (TYK Ratings) and 
OSIRS Databases (OSIRIS). Toyo Keiziai began independently surveying and collecting data on 
CSR in Japan in 2005. It was the first and is still the most comprehensive collection of CSR infor-
mation in Japan. The organization tracks the CSR practices of 1210 representative companies. An 
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overview of the results is published each year. Each firm’s overall performance is also tracked in 
regards to key measures such as interaction with nonprofits and NGOs, transparency, provision of 
data and information to SRIs, presence of written principles on CSR, stakeholder dialogue, adoption 
of ISO26000, overseas CSR practices, among other basic information.  
The firm further tracks each corporation’s performance in corporate governance and legal com-
pliance, human resources, environmental management, societal issues, government relations and 
stakeholder engagement. Particular attention is paid to corporate governance and legal compliance, 
human resources, environmental management and societal issues as these are also rendered into rat-
ings. The ratings will form the basis of this study and are based on a number of objective measures 
that are either collected by Toyo Keizai, publicly available or submitted by the corporations volun-
tarily. In addition they also provide a rating of the corporation on the financial attributes of growth, 
profitability, risk, and size to provide a complete picture of the corporations sustainability.  
Corporate governance and legal compliance is based on information on directors and auditing, 
stockholders, legal compliance, investor relations, whistleblower policies, business planning, inter-
nal controls and risk management. The information on directors is primarily concerned with the 
number of female directors, the number of outside directors and internal and external auditors.  
Human resources information tracked includes basic information such as number of employees, 
number of foreign employees, average age, years worked and whether they were hired directly from 
university or in mid-career. Basic information is supplemented with information on diversity, human 
rights and labor issues, hiring practices for disabled workers, implementation of evaluation systems, 
work-life balance, work safety activities. The information on diversity includes ratio of diverse em-
ployees and presence of targets, dedication of resources to hiring diverse employees, system for the 
re-hiring of retired workers, employment until age of 65, LGBT employment practices, clear princi-
ples on diversity hiring, commitment of managers to diversity, medium and long-term vision for 
diversity goals and organizational progress. The information is presented to give a full picture of 
each company’s stance on hiring of minority employees in age, race, ethnicity and background. 
Environmental management information collected includes organizational initiatives and dedi-
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cated resources or departments, environmental audits and industrial certifications (i.e. ISO14001), 
environmental risk management, domestic and international environmental regulatory compliance, 
among other measures such as carbon emissions, energy reductions and recycling programs. This 
presents a full picture of the corporations environmental positioning and standpoint.  
Societal issues are tracked in regards to the presence of a department or group to handle social 
issues, regional activities, training and academic support, philanthropic support of culture and sports, 
provision of disaster relief (particularly in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake). In addition 
to fundamental information about the corporations social activities this colors the picture of its 
commitment to greater societal issues on the whole.  
The TYK Ratings have been supplemented with firm operational and performance data ob-
tained from the OSIRIS Database. OSIRIS provides information on financials, ownership, news, 
ratings, earnings and stock data for the world’s publicly quoted companies, including banks and in-
surance firms from over 130 countries. The database tracks information on over 40,000 companies, 
mostly publicly listed corporations but it is also supplemented with unlisted and delisted corpora-
tions. In particular its industrial database has comprehensive data from around the world. In Japan, 
the company tracks 3,565 public companies in Japan. This number was reduced by the availability of 
data on assets and income to 2,937 companies. The sample was further reduced by the availability of 
data on the number of employees and research and development expenses to reveal a total pool of 
435 companies. 
Toyo Keizai has tracked 1,210 corporations in the TYK Ratings each year for 8 years (the 
number of survey years between 2006 and this study) that presents a potential sample of 9,680 data 
points. However, because of the voluntary nature of much of the data the ratings data is incomplete 
for certain years. In particular, the first few years have very few complete entires. For the purposes 
of this research, the two databases were combined and the number of data points was cut to a total of 
550 data points. 
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SECTION 3. DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
In testing for the effect of CSP on CFP, the CFP will be the dependent variable. In defer-
ence to prior research, the accounting measure of return on assets (ROA) will be used as the primary 
measure of CFP. (Peloza, 2009). ROA is defined as net income divided by total assets and is pre-
sented as a ratio. ROA has been paired with an unscaled measure, net income. Net income is defined 
as earnings of a firm less interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. These two have been used 
together because research has suggested that including ratio measures as dependent variables in mul-
tivariate analysis can have the effect of compounding variables and interfering with the interpreta-
tion of results. (e.g. Wiseman, 2009). When a ratio is the sole dependent variable the independent 
variable can influence the numerator, the denominator or both without the effect being clear. This 
results in conclusions that do not fully account for the causation relationship.  
SECTION 4. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
The TYK Ratings are combined into a directory each year and each corporation is rated on 
governance, human resources, environmental management and societal issues. The ratings are given 
on a scale from AAA to C (AAA, AA, A, B, C); AAA being the highest rating and C being the low-
est rating on any metric. The scores are based on objective information obtained in through the sur-
vey so that they can be compared across year and company. For the purposes of this research, each 
score has been rendered into a number; AAA is a 3, AA is a 2, A is a 1, B is a 0 and C is a -1. The 
numbers have been assigned purely for the purposes of the statistical analysis and as they are con-
sistent throughout should have no effect on the conclusions drawn. In analogy to the research using 
the KLD ratings, which rate corporations on 13 individual metrics, the numbers have been combined 
into a single variable: CSR score. (cf. Ruf et al., 2001; Waddock and Graves, 1997a; Graves and 
Waddock, 1994). As this combines all four measures into a single metric, it will be used as a proxy 
for the firm’s CSP.  
In line with Barnett’s argument that CSR is moderated by the presence of SIC and should pre-
sent in a curvilinear relationship rather than a standard linear relationship. In other words, firms at 
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the edges will see the greatest relationship between CSP and CFP. In order to test this theory, a sepa-
rate variable of squared CSP has also been created.  
SECTION 5. CONTROL VARIABLES 
The financial performance of a firm can vary for a variety of reasons that may interplay with 
the motives and ability for CSR. To avoid confluence of variables the study includes controls for 
factors research has shown to be likely to influence CFP. Unobservables such as industry, firm and 
year effects have also been controlled.  
There are four primary mediators of financial performance that have been identified in re-
search; size, slack resources or leverage, research and development and advertising. (Barnett and 
Salomon, 2012). Size has been shown to play a key role in the opportunities and capabilities of a 
firm and lead to financial performance. (e.g., Godfrey et al., 2009; Waddock and Graves, 1997a, 
1997b). In order to control for size effects, the number of employees has been included. The availa-
bility of funds, or slack resources, combined with the amount of debt has also been shown to affect 
management decisions and financial performance, particularly where there is high levels it has been 
shown to incentivize making decisions in the interest of the firm’s financial performance. (e.g. Tur-
ban and Greening, 2000; Waddock and Graves, 1997a, 1997b) In order to control for the effects of 
slack resources a debt-ratio variable has been included. The debt-ratio is defined as the long-term 
debt over total assets and is presented as a percentage. Short-term assets are foregone as they are less 
likely to impact decision making at the managerial level over time. Competitive advantages derived 
from superior research and development has been shown to have an affect on firm decision making 
and financial performance. (Waldman et al., 2006). In order to control for the effects of research and 
development, a variable of research intensity has been included. Research intensity is defined as re-
search and development expenses over sales and expressed as a percentage. (McWilliams and 
Siegel, 2001). Also, following other studies, values that are not reported for certain years are as-
sumed insubstantial and represented as zero for the purposes of this study. (e.g., Fee et al., 2009; 
Masulis, 2009). 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 
SECTION 1. OVERVIEW OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
 
Figure 1 
Due to the voluntary nature of Toyo Keizai’s data collection it is understandable that there 
would be progressively more data in later years. This is also a good thing for research in the field as 
its growth shows interest in the field by both academics and practitioners. However, as shown in 
Figure 1, there is a reasonable sample from each year so as not to too strongly bias it towards more 





Industry has often been considered to be a key factor in the analysis of the link between 
CSP and CSP because it is felt that consumers are more sensitive to moral considerations than indus-
try. This contention is somewhat counter to the ideas of instrumental stakeholder theory but its ac-
ceptance may be indicative of why the distribution of CSP scores across industries. The categoriza-
tion of industry has been done using the GICS industry codes. A slight majority of the data has come 
from the consumer side, 301 to 249. This should not affect the overall data or its ability to show cor-
relations across industry. 
 
Figure 3 
The distribution of Industry by CSP Score shows a distinct difference of in the profiles. The 
high presence of consumer staples and discretionary in the upper quartile of CSP Scores show that 
the focus on CSP has been strongest in consumer oriented industries. Equally, the high presence of 
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Industrials in the bottom half and particularly the bottom quartile of results shows that industry has 
largely ignored CSP. This coupled with the voluntary submission of information may show that to 
some extent industrials view CSP as primarily being unrelated to their financial performance. The 
interesting aspect of the distribution is that consumer discretionary, a large part of the overall data at 
25.6%, is almost evenly distributed across the quartiles. It is surprising to see that the category that 





The CSP Scores in the sample, while not perfectly uniformly distributed, are well distributed. 
The average CSP Score of 1.352, or an overall CSP Score of an A, and standard deviation of 0.066 
also present a tightly grouped set of data. It is worth noting that a potential reason for the data not 
being more uniformly accurate is that a large portion of the data was collected voluntarily. This has 
undoubtedly resulted in a large portion of the lower scores being omitted.  
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The ROA of corporations in the sample is likewise not a perfectly uniform distribution. 
However, the average ROA of 3.601 with a standard deviation of 0.393 is reasonable for the data set, 
especially with it crossing industry and time boundaries.  
SECTION 2. OVERVIEW OF CORRELATIONS 
 
In exploring the linear relationship, it is clear that the highest correlation comes from the 
debt ratio. The debt ratio being the most significant corollary to ROA is rather expected. The amount 
of leverage a corporation is under dramatically affects its ability to profit, access funds and pursue 
new opportunities generally. Also, as these two measures are both related to the total assets of the 
corporation they should move in tandem. Size (listed as number of employees in Table 1) has mod-
erate significance. This makes sense as it is often assumed that larger organizations tend to develop 
increasingly greater levels of organizational entropy. It would be natural to see that while as the or-
ganization grows there is a diminished return on capacity and capability. Perhaps the most surprising 
part of the table is that research intensity, has low or insignificant correlation to ROA in the data. 
This is a strange anomaly and may have more to do with the level of reporting on OSIRIS or the mix 
of corporations included in the analysis. As its function is merely to control for the effects of R&D 
on performance, it would be the purview of another study to explore the issues that have lead to this 
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peculiarity. Finally, the independent variable, CSP Score, has a moderate correlation with ROA. It is 
also important to note that the coefficient of CSP in this relationship is positive. This lends moderate 
support for the overall notion that CSP and CFP have a positive correlation globally and in Japan in 
particular.  
 
Next, the comparison should be made to the data for net income in order to be sure that the 
correlation is not a confounding of variables. Table 2 illustrates this case. In this case CSP Score 
shows no significant correlation whatsoever. This allays any concerns that the affect of CSP was 
working on both numerator and denominator. Size and debt ratio were again the most significant 
correlations. This, of course, make sense. It would be expected that the companies that have the most 
employees would be correlated to higher net income. Also, in regards to the organizational entropy 
discussed above, as the number of employees is not a scaled variable it is still reasonable. In other 
words, were the number of employees characterized by a income generated per employee, it would 
be expected that the principle of diminishing returns would be upheld. The high significance of debt 
ratio to net income also mirrors the above discussion. Again, research intensity showed low to insig-
nificant correlation and this while strange should not affect the validity of the findings. 
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Having explored the possibility of there being a linear regression, it is now necessary to ex-
plore the curvilinear relationship at the base of this hypothesis. As Table 3 shows, the squared CSR 
Score has a much greater correlation with ROA. This high level of significance evidenced by a p-
value of 0.001 compared to the p-value of 0.013 for the linear regression shows that this is a more 
accurate representation of the relationship. Furthermore, it is also important that CSP Score’s corre-
lation coefficient has remained positive. This lends strong support for Barnett’s SIC theory and the 
idea generally that CSR activities do not uniformly benefit companies. (Barnett, 2007). In this re-
gression the significance of debt ratio has remained high and this is to be expected. The reduction of 
significance of size may be due to the greater correlation of CSP Score in the squared regression. 
Research intensity follows the general trend for the data as being of minimal significance for the 
reasons already stated. 
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The possibility of a confluence of variables is also relevant in this regression. It should be 
noted that CSP Score again loses its significance. Similar to the earlier regression, size and debt ratio 
remain the most significant and research the least. 
SECTION 3. SENSITIVITY AND ROBUSTNESS 
In analyzing the data it is important to note a few external factors that could not be con-
trolled that may have affected the overall data. Market factors such as the global financial crisis in 
2009 and the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011 will have affected the performance of firms over 
the period dramatically. In particular the Great East Japan Earthquake is of interest because its im-
pact on Japan and CSR in Japan in particular could skew the data so that there was more CSR activi-
ty and growth in the final periods. As shown in the chart below, the average CSP Score over the 
years has remained largely consistent. However, average ROA did drop in both 2009 and 2011 sig-
naling that the performance of individual firms was affected by market concerns. In combination this 
yields the conclusion that although CSR activities were largely consistent, the market as a whole 




Although it was discussed briefly above, it is necessary to explore the voluntary nature of much of 
Toyo Keizai’s data collection in greater detail. Voluntarism creates selection problems that can alter 
the data’s relevance. On the one hand, corporations investing heavily in CSR to boost their CSP will 
be most likely to seek out and complete the data requirements of Toyo Keizai’s collection. Also, as 
slack resources are important in considering the overall ability of a corporation to pursue CSP they 
are also important in the ability to dedicate scarce resources to preparing responses to surveys and 
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data collection requests. This could on the whole bias the data towards a connection between CSP 
and CFP. 
On the other hand, the balance of distribution in the data both generally and across specific 
years shows that it is likely that there are minimal self-selection problems. Or possibly, the selection 
problems have been balanced because the other side is equally represented. In other words, corpora-
tions that do not pursue CSP and remain profitable may submit their data in support of their position 
in response to pressures from SRIs and investors. This would explain the relatively large presence of 
low scoring and industrial entries.  
Furthermore, the use of these ratings as a proxy for CSP in and of itself has some problems. 
While, Toyo Keizai has strived to maintain objectivity their selection of criteria is intrinsically sub-
jective and therefore may be distinct from a true measure of CSP. In contrast to financial measures 
where what is good or bad is more concrete, it is hardly settled what an ideal CSP looks like and 
therefore is hard to view the ratings as much more than shadows of the truth. However, the con-
sistency of their application and thoroughness lends to them being useful data sources and simply 
because a data source is imperfect does not make it invalid. All data is imperfect. 
CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
SECTION 1. SUPPORT FOR A CURVILINEAR RELATION-
SHIP 
Up until Barnett published his theory of SIC and theorized that the relationship between CSP 
and CFP may not be as simple as positive, negative or neutral correlation in 2007, the research has 
been largely fragmented. (e.g. Peloza, 2009; Orlitzky et al., 2003; Margolis and Walsh, 2003). Ever 
since the outset of CFP research, there have been calls for its cessation. To some it was not a fully 
developed theory and thus the data was merely in search of clues rather than empirical investigation 
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of its principles. (Ullmann, 1985). Some have called for the research to even be stopped purely be-
cause the fragmentation harms overall research quality and scope. (Peloza, 2009). The SIC concept 
and empirical backing in Barnett and Solomon’s study as well as this one provide firm support that it 
may be that the studies were all correct. The relationship is positive, neutral and negative simultane-
ously because it is curved. 
An argument for why this is the case comes from the idea that experience builds capabilities. 
Even beyond the SIC concepts attachment of building reserves of stakeholder influence, there is the 
idea that the management itself gets better at utilizing stakeholder relations to achieve win-win re-
sults over time. It is likely that this skill not only applies to individual stakeholder connections but 
also to the broader picture of stakeholder relations within a firm. In addition to the greater tying of 
CSR to strategic concerns evidenced in concepts like the CSV concept proposed by Porter and Kra-
mer and supported by the Keidanren will also make this skill more valuable and sought after over 
time. (Porter and Kramer, 2006; Keidanren, 2010). It is also likely that increased demand will call 
for increased supply in the market. Support for this contention can be made by the overwhelming 
support of the business community towards the CSV concept and its inclusion as required reading at 
the worlds top business schools. (Crane et al, 2014). This increase in manager competency in stake-
holder relations will become an important currency in future management hiring as the demand for 
CSR continuing to rise. 
The curved relationship also further strengthens the need for CSR to be involved at base level 
strategy rather than as a promotional add-on. For firms to fully capitalize on the benefit of differenti-
ation CSR presents it will become increasingly important to provide unique, sincere, dedicated and 
complete CSR programs to maximize the value of the programs. (McShane and Cunningham, 2001). 
In this respect, the trend of CSR in Japan to focus overwhelmingly on certifications, legal compli-
ance and governmental relations both presents the greatest problem and opportunity. (Davis, 2014). 
Corporations that provide innovative business solutions to societal concerns will reap the benefits 
more readily than those who pursue more indirect CSR actions. 
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SECTION 2. TEMPORAL ISSUES 
A portion of the research has argued that problems exist in the research because it is unclear 
whether CSP causes CFP or if CFP leads to CSP. The argument for the latter contends that a firm 
with excess CFP will pursue CSP more vigorously. A part of this reasoning is encapsulated in Bar-
nett’s comment that when a firm has excessive CFP it, “indicates that a firm is extracting more from 
society than it is returning and can suggest that profits have risen because the firm has exploited 
some of its stakeholders in order to favor shareholders and upper management.” (Barnett, 2007). 
Further support comes from the idea that the most successful firms tend to be the largest targets for 
activism. (King and McDonnell, 2011). This would lead to the idea that instead of the CSP preced-
ing the CFP, it may be the result of the CFP. This argument is flawed in a number of ways. 
First, empirically meta-analysis of the vast field of CSP-CFP data has concluded that the data 
should not be a result of CFP preceding CSP. (Orlitzky et al., 2003). If anything what occurs is that 
there is a virtuous cycle. Secondly, the curved nature of the graph indicates that the CSP should be 
an antecedent to performance. This is because if CFP always preceded CSP then there would not be 
a drop in the middle and the data should yield a more linear regression. Finally, the temporal rela-
tionship should be accounted for over time because firms that have high CSP and CFP should fluc-
tuate based on time but when the CSP Scores are compared across years, there is largely negligible 
differences. This is in spite of the two market disasters that occurred. This supports the idea that 
even if CFP initially precedes CSP, its continued presence is likely caused by the virtuous cycle. 
SECTION 3. A CULTURAL FACTOR 
Another factor frequently discussed that is discounted by this data is the cultural impact on 
CSR practice. Matten and Moon, argued that culture affects the nature of the CSR being implicit or 
explicit would explain differences in CSR results. It was further added that welfare economies such 
as Germany and Japan would differ from market economies like the United States and the United 
Kingdom. (Matten and Moon, 2008). While this data does not conclusively show this not to be the 
case, it shows that as the finding holds similar between Japan and the United States, lending to the 
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idea that this distinction is either irrelevant or that globalization is universalizing CSR practice.  
SECTION 4. CONCLUSIONS 
Japan has come a long way in a short time with regards to CSR. From 1991, where there was 
virtually no mention of CSR anywhere in corporate reports or websites to almost ubiquitous CSR 
dedication among large firms. (Yamagami and Kokubu, 1991; Fukukawa, 2010). Whether it be 
western influence or a genuinely universal concern with uniquely Japanese roots, it appears that CSR 
is here to stay. This research furthers the connection that has been posited by instrumental stake-
holder theory that there is a positive relationship and by SIC that there is further a curved relation-
ship. The integration of strategic principles with societal issues should yield greater impact and may 
show greater correlation in future. It is not clear whether SIC theory is valid or whether the curve is 
caused by some other factor but the logic of SIC provides a compelling and simple solution to the 
relationship. Research on the ways firms actions affect their influence capacity should be researched 
in future. 
Corporate Social Responsibility is by no means a new concept, its resurgence in the modern era 
as a response to the scandals and disasters caused by irresponsible business is likely more a return to 
best principles. Pure shareholder wealth creation can yield CSR practice so long as the firm practices 
the corporate version of enlightened self-interest. That is to say, corporations benefit by raising the 
status of stakeholders. When benefits accrue to society there is a “expanding the pie” effect that 
means there is more capital to go around. Perhaps the best example of this is where corporations 
build up towns in developing countries and offer health care and educational support along with in-
frastructure development. At the outset these programs are large costs of entry but in the long-term 
this development builds stakeholder influence and creates markets where there were none. Being 
aware of a balance between corporate interests and societal interests is indeed about balancing short-
term and long-term interests. Protection of stakeholders from shareholders to the environment en-
sures that the survival of the corporation in the long-term is possible. Innovative leaders live Sumi-
tomo and Ford have long understood this and it becoming an integral part of strategy in general can 
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only be a good thing for business and the future. 
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